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Abstract-Problems of exterior acoustic scattering may be convemently formulated by means of 
boundary integral equations The problem seeks to find a wave function which gives velocity potential 
profile, pressure density profile, etc of the acoustic wave at points m space At the background of 
the formulations are two theories viz (Helmholtz) Potential theory and the Green’s representation 
formula Potential theory eves rise to the so-called mdlrect formulation and the Green’s repre- 
sentatlon formula to the direct formulations Clssslcal boundary integral formulations fall at the 
elgenfrequencles of the interior domam That 1s, if a solution 1s sought of the extenor problem by 
first solving a homogeneous boundary integral equation, one 1s mevltably led to the conclusion that 
these homogeneous boundary equations have nontrivial solutions at certam wavenumbers which are 
the elgenvalues of the correspondmg interior problem At lower wave-numbers, these elgenfrequencles 
are thinly dlstrlbuted but the higher the wave-number, the denser it becomes This IS a well-known 
drawback for both time-harmonic acoustics and elastodynamlcs This ~6 not a physical difficulty but 
arises entirely as a result of a deficiency m the integral equation representation Why then use It? 
The use has many advantages notably m that the meshing region IS reduced from the mfimte domam 
exterior to the body to its finite surface This created the need for some robust formulations A proof 
of the Kussmaul [l] formulation 1s presented The formulation has a hypersmgular kernel m the m- 
tegral operator, which creates a havoc m computation (e g , 111 condltlonmg) The hyper-smgulanty 
can be avoided [2], as a result a new formulation is proposed This paper presents a broad overview 
of the Adapted Kussmaul Formulation (AKF) @ 2001 Elsevler Science Ltd All rights reserved 
BRIEF BACKGROUND 
The classical integral equation method gives unrehable results for all but a relatively low range of 
wave-numbers They are generally reliable only for wave-numbers satisfying kD < 6, where D 1s 
a characterlstlc dimension of the surface and k 1s the wave-number Over the last three decades 
some significant proposals have emerged, which attempted to resolve this comphcatlon Of these, 
the proposals of Schenck [3], and Burton and Miller [4] have been widely tested and implemented 
using various numerical techniques The Burton and Miller formulation has been implemented 
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numerically, exploltmg BEM techmques, but It mvolves computational dlfficultles, mainly arlsmg 
from the presence of the hypersmgular operator Nk Although Schenck avoids the Nk operator, 
it requires a set of interior points to be chosen This choice greatly influences the performance 
of the method However, little guidance IS given m the hterature on how to isolate the so-called 
“bad” interior pomts Also, at higher wave-numbers more mterlor points are required for an 
accurate result and so adversely affecting the numerical condltlomng 
The Burton and Miller formulation requires a free coupling parameter r] to be chosen Apart 
from the requirement that the imaginary part S(q) # 0, no consensus has yet arisen as to the 
precise choice of this parameter Also, this method mvolves the difficulty of having to dlscretlse 
the Nk operator or at least Its regularlsed form Documented analysis of boundary mtegral 
equation suggests that this approach 1s potentially reliable across the wave-number range 
There remams the Kussmaul [l] approach for conslderatlon Unhke Schenck and Burton and 
Miller, Kussmaul uses layer potentials This 1s conceptually simple and provides a unique solution 
but suffers from the presence of the Nk operator In the ensuing sections a descrlptlon of this 
approach 1s presented and it is shown how this may be improved by ehmmatmg the Nk 
KUSSMAUL’S APPROACH 
It was suggested by Kussmaul [l] (wlthm a 2-D context) that an alternative representation of 
any solution of the Helmholtz equation 
(v2+lc2)qqpJ =o (1) 
m the mfimte exterior domam B+ would be 
4h?) = fLk+77Mk]U(& P_E Bf, (2) 
where q 1s a coupling parameter such that 
11 = v(k) = 
a, for k 2 0, 
-2, for k < 0, 
and 
1s the simple-layer potential generated at a field pomt p m the exterior domain BS by a contmuous 
dlstrlbutlon of simple-sources extending over a Llapu>ov surface dB, 
1s the double-layer potential generated at a field point p by a contmuous dlstrlbutlon of dipole 
- sources extendmg over the same surface dB, and 
where gk(p, q) 1s the free-space Green’s function for the Helmholtz equation Note that (2) 1s a -- 
superposltlon of a simple-layer and a double-layer potential generated by the same source density 
on the surface dB The Neumann boundary condltlon gives 
[- 2~~+M:+@‘k]+), _ PE~B, (3) 
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where 2 1s known, MT is the transpose of the operator ii&, and Nk 1s the normal derlvatlve 
of Mk Equation (3) 1s an mtegral equation of the second kind for 0 m terms of 2 Kussmaul 
proved an existence and umqueness theorem wlthm a 2-D context Here a uniqueness proof [5] 
from a different pomt of view 1s presented wluch 1s analogous to [6] 
Consider the correspondmg homogeneous equation 
0 = [-27r1+ M; + 7)Nk] CT (44 
and Its associated transpose equation 
0 = [-27r1+ i%& + r&] L’ (4b) 
These equations are related, m that the existence of a nontrivial solution of the one implies a 
correspondmg nontrivial solution of the other Suppose there exists a nontrlvlal solution v = 
D # 0 of (4b), 1 e , 
0 = [-27r1+ Mk + vi&] fi 
This ti may be used to generate a double-layer potential m the interior B- , 1 e , 
(4c) 
w(f) =Mkfi(IJ-), p_- E B-7 
from which 
where W, signifies the limit of W from a point m the interior region Just off the boundary Also 
where a, denotes the normal mto the interior region Utlhzmg (4c), it 1s found that 
with complex conjugate 
t5b) 
Now apply Green’s second theorem to W, W* m B- U 6’B Omlttmg the variables, It 1s readily 
obtained 
S{ 
w aw* 
ab Zdlzz 
- WC g} dg = (k2 - k*2) / jW12 dB 
2 B- 
(6) 
Since k 1s assumed to have only real values, the right-hand side of (6) vanishes, yielding, from 
(5aM5b) 
le, 
- 
where S slgmfies the imaginary part of a complex number. If S(Q) # 0, then clearly 
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Hence, by usmg (5a), 
(7b) 
Using the contmmty properties of the normal derivative of a double-layer potential, It, IS found 
that 
which by (7b) gives 
(7c) 
where n, denotes the normal pomtmg mto the exterior region Accordmgly, by a fundamen- 
tal existence and umqueness theorem [7], for a well-behaved exterior solution of the Helmholtz 
equation, It 1s concluded that 
w(g) =o, gEaB, 
le, 
w&J =o, pEaB 
Now, from the Jump properties of a double-layer potential it, 1s noted that 
(74 
where W, signifies the limit of W from a point m the exterior, Just off the boundary Noting (7a), 
(7d), It 1s found that 
47rD ($ = 0, EEdB, (8) 
which contradicts the assumption D # 0 It follows that the transpose equation (4b), and conse- 
quently equation (4a), has only the trivial solution As a result the Kussmaul boundary equa- 
tlon (3) has a unique solution provided Q‘(q) # 0 
ADAPTED KUSSMAUL FORMULATION (AKF) 
Formulation (2) may be improved [2], by mtroducmg an internal fictltlous surface dB* (see 
Figure l), similar and similarly situated to the given surface dB, 1 e , for each 4 E dB, there 
corresponds a q* E dB*, such that q* = &J, where 19 1s a real constant such that, 6 < 6 5 1 - 
n. 
Q 
Flgure 1 
In the above figure, x, y, and z represent coordinate axes of a convement system n9 and nq* 
are normals at q and q*, respectively Several test problems are performed and compared with 
the exact result-Froma numerical pomt of view, It 1s found that 8 x 0 5 gives the best result m 
terms of accuracy It IS also noted that for Ig - ‘*I M 0 the results are poor This 1s due to the 
hypersmgular integrals 
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Next, a contmuous dlstrlbutlon of dipole sources on dB* IS introduced which 1s characterized 
by the source density 
This generates a double-layer potential 
by defimng 
for each given 6 E (0, l] Note that the mtegrand m the above equation remains regular as 
2 + g E dB smce g* $ dB Consequently, this potential, denoted by I’;, remains fimte and 
differentiable at any p E aB, with a readily evaluated normal derlvatlve, 
Unhke the Nk operator as found m the Kussmaul boundary equation (2), the kernel of the above 
operator 1s completely regular over the surface since the dipoles are no longer located on the 
given surface Note that for 8 = 1, I’; reduces to the usual double-layer potential generated by 
a contmuous dlstrlbutlon of sources on the boundary dB and the normal derlvatlve operation 
becomes the usual Nk operator 
Now, any solution of the Helmholtz equation m the mfimte region exterior to the surface dB 
may be represented by a superposltlon of a emple-layer potential and the newly defined double- 
layer potential I’$ with a couplmg parameter q, 
4 (p) = [Lk + rlr:] c (I$ , p~B+uaB, 0<19<1, (10) 
letting q = 2ti -’ This choice ensures that the couphng parameter q becomes +z This 1s the 
Adapted Kussmaul Formulation (AKF) which 1s a hybrid potential dlstrlbutlon except that the 
dipole components are located away from the surface It may be regarded as a classical slmple- 
layer potential with the free-space Green’s function gk replaced by the modified Green’s function 
where Gk satisfies in p the equation, - 
v2Gk @, 9) + k2GI, (&‘,‘J) = -4& (12 - 91) , 
where 6 1s Dlrac’s delta function centered upon q Note that Gk has the same smgularlty behavlour 
as that of Qk when (2 - ‘1 + 0 The Neumann-boundary condltlon yields 
(11) 
Relation (11) IS a Fredholm integral equation of the second kmd for (T m terms of the given term 
$$ on the left-hand side Note that m (ll), the only smgularlty m the kernel 1s the smgularlty 
of 2, which 1s a weak smg.ularlty 
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UNIQUENESS ARGUMENT 
Since formulation (10) 1s mathematlcally similar to the original Kussmaul [l] formulation (2) 
with the exceptlon that the dipole contrlbutlons are now generated from a fictltlous surface aB* 
wlthm the given surface aB, therefore, it 1s postulated that (11) also has a unique solution 
However, an argument 1s presented here 
In order to establish the uniqueness of solution of (ll), It 1s sufficient to show that the corre- 
spondmg homogeneous equation 
(12) 
has only the trlvlal solution Suppose there exists a nontrivial solution & # 0 of (12) This means 
that (12) may be rewritten m the form 
le. 
a -J gk (IA 4) IJ+ (9) dg = -& anpaB - - P (13) 
EEdB, q*EaB* 
Now the left-hand side of (13) provides the normal derlvatlve on aB of a simple-layer potential, 
while the right--hand side provides the normal derlvatlve on aB of a double-layer potential gen- 
erated from a dipole dlstrlbutlon on aB* Smce their normal derlvatlves are equal on aB (by 
virtue of equation (13)), they must define the same unique solution of the Helmholtz equation m 
the mfimte region exterior to aB, 1 e , 
(14) 
by vu-tue of a fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem [7] However, smce the asymptotic 
behavlour of a dipole potent& must differ from that of a simple-layer potential generated from 
same sources, It follows that the two solutions cannot be equal By expressing, analytlcaily [8], 
an exterior wave function as the simple-layer potential generated by a uniform dlstrlbutlon of 
somce densltles (0 = 1, V/p E aB) on a sphere and hkewlse, an exterior wave-function as the 
double-layer potential generated by a umform source dlstrlbutlon on the fictltlous surface of a 
sphere It can be seen that the coefficients of the wave functions will not be equal for all wave- 
numbers Therefore, the only way (14) could hold 1s when 6 E 0 Hence, (12) could only permit 
trivial solution which means (11) has a unique solution 
AN ALTERNATIVE ARGUMENT 
Recall the AKF formulation m the form 
Applying the Neumann boundary condltlon, the homogeneous boundary equation takes the form 
The homogeneous adJoint equation becomes 
0 = --~TP (d + M/G @) + rl J aB a;2$n p' (Lx*> 4d dQ, Q 
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where 0 < 29 5 1 Suppose there 1s a nontrlvlal solution of the above equation Using this source 
density, generate a double-layer potential 
which satisfies 
By letting p* approach p, It 1s found that for the same fi, W also satisfies - - 
as $$ 1s contmuous across the boundary by virtue of the fact that It 1s the normal derivative of a 
double-layer potential Applying the Green’s identity on W and W*, analogous to the uniqueness 
proof, presented before, of Kussmaul formulation, one can show that ji can only be trlvlal 
CONCLUSION 
AKF has been successfully apphed to spherical and other axlsymmetrlc surfaces, with 6 s 0 5 
glvmg the most satisfactory result Points at sharp edges need specml treatments such as surface 
mterpolatlon The boundary elements on the sphere are taken to be the axlsymmetrlc strips 
with the collocation points halfway along the plane II, = 0, m spherical polar coordmates For 
a cylinder, the aspect ratio IS taken to be 1 5 The boundary elements are the axlsymmetrlc 
strips with collocation points halfway along the lme 0 = 0, m cyhndrlcal polar coordmates For 
a cube of side 2a centred at the orlgm, the boundary elements are square elements with the 
collocation points at the centre of each For a spherical surface dB of radms a, followmg Jaswon 
and Symm [9], the singular integrals are determined as 
where S,s are the axlsymmetrlc boundary elements such that p-, E S,, the ath boundary element 
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